
The Future of Capos



Stay in tune 
G7th capos are designed to work using the minimum 
tension needed to fret the strings. This means your guitar 
won’t be pulled out of tune by the excessive force required 
by many other capos. Less force also helps reduce the risk 
of accelerated fret wear old-fashioned capos can cause. 

Protect your neck 
With G7th, there is no metal to wood contact between the 
capo and the neck of the guitar – preventing dings. Also, 
no marks in soft lacquer due to over-application of tension. 

Preserve your tone 
The pad in contact with your strings is deliberately harder 
than on most other capos. This means less damping of 
your sound caused by fat, softer pads. You get more of the 
unaltered tone of your guitar. 

What makes a G7th capo? 
As fellow guitarists, we understand that a capo needs to not only do its job well -  
hold down the strings without buzzing – but as an important piece of gear in a 
guitarist’s toolkit it also needs to be tough and dependable. 

What Makes a G7th capo different? 
All G7th capos share the following attributes:

The Future of Capos

If your capo develops a fault, we will replace it free of charge, anywhere in the 
world! It’s as simple as that. 

Warranty Registration
G7th has a 100% commitment to customer satisfaction. If you have a defective capo we will replace 
it free of charge, anywhere in the world*. Please contact us so we can give you instructions for our 
replacement procedure.
To register your warranty online please fill out the form below. You can also register by post if you 
prefer.

*The warranty covers any manufacturing fault or failure of the mechanism during normal use. It is not 
an insurance policy and does not cover any misuse or accidental damage.

If you wear out the rubber on your Performance or Performance 2 capo then you can purchase a 
replacement through our online store. For most users, the original rubber will last a lifetime. If you have 
lost the lower arm rubber from your Newport capo they can also be purchased from our online store.

We have a comprehensive range of 21st Century designed capos which offers 
you a one-stop shop for all your capo needs - acoustic & electric steel string, 
classical & flamenco, 12-strings, banjos, ukuleles, and partial capos. There is a 
G7th capo for all styles and any spending budget. 

At G7th we work hard to continually improve our designs and make our capos 
even better, to give you, the guitarists, the greatest possible capo experience 
without the distractions caused by lesser capos. 

That’s why we say – G7th is



What makes this possible? Our most recent 
innovation – the patented Adaptive Radius 
Technology string pad. This groundbreaking 
string pad mechanically adapts to match 
the curvature over the strings (radius) on any 
guitar, delivering unrivalled tuning stability. 
With        , one capo delivers complete 
confidence that there will be no string buzz,  
or need for constant retuning. 

Available in both the Performance 3 and 
Heritage ranges.

One capo for a perfect fit  
on most any guitar? 

Only on a G7th capo with 
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“The         system is a huge advance in capo 
 design; it allows for buzz free capoing and 
 stable tuning on every guitar in my collection.”
 Tony Polecastro, Internet Guitar Geek

®

™
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Unique Tension Control
For perfect pressure

Compensated String Pad
For 12 strings

Since the launch of the first Performance capo in 2004, our patented 
unique Tension Control system has been praised by guitarists all 
over the world - simply squeeze to attach the capo with the minimum 
pressure required, then squeeze the lever to release. Easy and intuitive, 
and exclusive to the G7th Performance capo ranges.

12-strings have always been difficult for capos - the heavier strings were inevitably pulled sharp from the pressure 
required to fret the octave strings, creating a tuning nightmare. Now, our patented Compensated String Pad allows 
you to capo all 12 strings at the same time and with the same tension, meaning you no longer suffer those drastic 
tuning problems or muted and buzzing octave strings. 

Available in both the Newport and Heritage ranges.



With patented  
          

Featuring ground-breaking Adaptive Radius Technology, coupled with 
the Unique Tension Control system found on all Performance series 
capos, the Performance 3 is our flagship capo.

New active string pad infinitely adapts to match any guitar perfectly. 
The ART® mechanism delivers unrivalled tuning stability by applying 
even pressure across the strings.

Performance 3
In tune on every guitar, every time

•  Patented, unique Tension Control system - the simple intuitive squeeze-on, squeeze-
off action means you can easily and quickly move the capo from fret to fret, or from 
guitar to guitar without any adjustment needed: just squeeze for optimum tension 

•  Almost as fast to position as a simple spring capo – but faster, because you don’t 
need to retune 

•  Wrap around silicone rubber protects your neck from metal to wood contact 

•  Safeguards your tone thanks to firm string pad material that reduces vibration damping 

• Free Lifetime Warranty 

•   Available in:  
Silver, Satin Black, 18kt Gold Plate 
 
(See Custom Shop for Celtic Special Editions)

“The         system is a huge 
advance in capo design; 
it allows for buzz free 
capoing and stable  
tuning on every guitar  
in my collection.”
Tony Polecastro 
Internet Guitar Geek

™
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Performance 3 Classical & Flamenco
For Classical, Flamenco and Wider neck guitars -  

including flat and radiused fingerboards.

“The Classical P3 is an extremely 
sturdy enhancement to what 
was an already standout choice 
in the Classical capo market. 
The P3 has the signature G7th 
‘squeeze and play’ action, but 
it’s the ART® that produces a 
noticeably firmer and more even 
locking of all strings at every fret. 
It really doesn’t get better than 
this for Classical capos.”

Declan Zapala
UK-based Concert Guitarist

With patented  
          

The Performance 3 is the culmination of years of 
designing, tweaking, and improving - but most 
importantly, listening to guitarists and their views on what 
a capo SHOULD do. Now, coupling our Unique Tension 
ControlTM system with the groundbreaking ART® string 
pad mechanism gives a near-perfect capo experience.
 
Thanks to the 65mm / 2.5” string pad, the Performance 
3 Classical is perfect for both Classical and Flamenco 
guitars, and for Wider neck guitars such as 7-string and 
8-string electric guitars.

™

•  Patented, unique Tension Control system - the 
simple intuitive squeeze-on, squeeze-off action 
means you can easily and quickly move the capo 
from fret to fret, or from guitar to guitar without 
any adjustment needed: just squeeze for optimum 
tension

•  Almost as fast to position as a simple spring capo 
– but faster, because you don’t need to retune

•  Wrap around silicone rubber protects your neck 
from metal to wood contact

•  Safeguards your tone thanks to firm string pad 
material that reduces vibration damping

•  Free Lifetime Warranty

•  Available in:  
Classical: Silver



With patented  
          

Our traditional yoke style capo was the first to feature Adaptive 
Radius Technology.

With force exerted from the centre of the guitar neck, the          
string pad can perfectly distribute the pressure over all 6 strings.

Heritage
Tradition and innovation in harmony

“The longer I have the 
Heritage and the more I 
play with it, the more I love 
it. Workmanship, design, 
and         aside, it SOUNDS 
GREAT!  No matter where 
I place it, it replicates the 
dry woody bark that my 
Rockbridge Smeck has 
uncapoed.”

Randall Ray 
Rockbridge Guitars luthier and co-founder

™

•  Features include a secure latching top bar, knurled tension adjustment knob, silicone 
neck pad and side guards protect your instrument’s neck from metal to wood contact 

•  Conveniently stores behind the nut when not in use, including over standard volutes 

•  Safeguards your tone thanks to firm string pad material that reduces vibration 
damping 

• Comes with a leather pouch, polishing cloth and gift box 

• 12-string model that includes our Compensated String Pad 

• Stunning acanthus engraving options with our Custom Shop 

• Free Lifetime Warranty 

•  Available in: 
Guitar - Standard & Wide widths: Stainless Steel, 18kt Gold Plate ,  
12-String (wide width): Stainless Steel, 18kt Gold Plate  
Banjo - Standard & Wide widths: Stainless Steel 
 
(See Custom Shop for engraving options)
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Small, light and beautifully-formed - The G7th Newport is 
meticulously designed for your fretting hand, eyes and ears. 

The cunningly concealed flip lever design is perfect for heavy 
strings, high actions and 12-strings, with a knob for fine-tunetension 
adjustments while on the neck.

Newport
Low profile, flip-lever guitar capo

•  Protects your neck with wrap-around silicone rubber 

•  Safeguards your tone thanks to firm string pad material that reduces vibration damping 

•  Easy to use - fine tune your tension while on the neck 

•  Light weight and low profile design keeps the Newport capo out of the way of your 
fretting hand  

•  Get drop-D or DADGAD style sounds without the need for retuning using the Newport 
3 & 5 String Partial Capos 

•  For 12-sting guitars, our exclusive patented Compensated String Pad uses carefully 
designed ridges in the string pad’s rubber. This allows you to fret all 12 strings at the 
same time and with the same tension by compensating for the different gauges of 
strings 

•  Free Lifetime Warranty 

•  Available for:  
Steel string: Silver, Satin Black 
12-string, classical, banjo, 3-string partial, 5-string partial: Silver

“Finally, this is THE ONE.  
A capo that has the 
massive strength to survive 
super-heavy strings, crazy 
tunings, and even string 
bending, and the precision 
to be able to perfectly tune 
the pressure to my needs. 
And yet it still looks so 
stealthy.”

Jon Gomm 
UK based acoustic solo artist/singer-songwriter/
virtuoso guitarist



For those who prefer the simplicity of a spring capo, the G7th 
Nashville is the No. 1 choice.

Nashville
Lightweight spring capo

•  Fewer tuning problems as the Nashville delivers the right amount of tension to your 
string. Spend less time retuning and more time playing 

•  Protects your neck with wrap-around silicone rubber 

•  Safeguards your tone thanks to firm string pad material that reduces vibration damping 

•  With the spring pivot point closer to your guitar neck, the Nashville is faster and easier 
to use than other spring capos 

•  Stores on your headstock 

•  Free Lifetime Warranty 

•  Available for:  
Steel String: Silver, Satin Black, 18kt Gold Plate  
Classical: Silver

 Ukulele: Silver (NEW from 2022)

“The Nashville capos 
are a must-have of any 
professional touring 
musician. I have one for 
every guitar that I own.  
It’s sleek looking, sturdy,  
and provides the perfect 
amount of pressure to  
not bend the strings  
out of tune.”

Bear Rinehart
NeedtoBreathe



In our NEW expanded range of Nashville coloured 
capos, influenced by the needs of performing artists, 
these new colours were chosen to look outstanding 
under stage lights as well as appealing to amateur  
and professional guitarists alike.

Nashville
Lightweight spring capo

“The Nashville capos 
are great! Easy access, 
they don’t mess with my 
tuning, fantastic tone, 
and I get to match them 
to my guitars! A G7th 
grade capo in all kinds of 
stunning colours.”

Fernando Ufret
US-based Artist

•  Fewer tuning problems as the Nashville delivers the right amount  
of tension to your string. Spend less time retuning and more time playing

•  Protects your neck with wrap-around silicone rubber

•  Safeguards your tone thanks to firm string pad material that reduces vibration damping

•  With the spring pivot point closer to your guitar neck, the Nashville is faster and easier 
to use than other spring capos

•  Stores on your headstock

•  Free Lifetime Warranty

•  Available for: 
Steel String: Red, White, Green, Blue – (NEW from 2023)

Your
Your
Your

Capo
Style
Choice



Weighing in at only ¼ oz (8 g) the Ultralight model is a simple and 
elegant design that delivers fast, great-sounding results at the lowest 
price yet for a G7th capo.

UltraLight
Premium capo at an affordable price

•  A genuinely pro-level capo at a price that’s within easy reach

•  Easy to use - unique ‘click, twist and play’ action for fast, buzz-free use 

•  Perfect for beginners, as the adjustable tension and flexible string pad yield better 
tuning stability than most low-cost spring capos 

•  The world’s lightest capo, making it perfect for classical and ukulele players who are 
sensitive to extra weight on the neck 

•  Free Lifetime Warranty
 
•  Available for: 

Steel String: Black and Blue

“The UltraLight holds fast 
and keeps strings free 
of buzz at a price that’s 
tough to beat.”

Charles Saufley 
Premier Guitar review April 2017



Special Edition Performance 3 Celtic capos

Protector Shell Case

Heritage Acanthus capos

In celebration of Celtic music, G7th asked acclaimed Celtic artist, Patrick 
Gallagher, to design a motif around the themes of treble and bass clefs for 
engraving onto the back and top bar of our Performance series capos.

Available on Performance 3 capos in: Silver, Satin Black, 18kt Gold Plate

Conveniently keep your G7th capos, picks and accessories together  
in one place.

• Durable, semi-rigid shell and padded inner walls protect your favourite capo
• Stop your small accessories rattling around in your guitar case
• Capo not included in case price

Beautiful Acanthus leaf inspired engraving, especially designed for the Heritage, 
to compliment this stunning yoke-style capo. Choose from our various 
engraving options:

Style 1: Hand-polished Stainless Steel / 18kt Gold Plate (no engraving)
Style 2: Classic Acanthus engraving around yoke sides
Style 3: Full Acanthus engraving, yoke sides & top bar (“Heritage” text)

Style 4*: Custom text (one side -choose from latch side, top bar & top bar side)
Style 5*: Custom Full Acanthus engraving, yoke sides & top bar 
 (with Custom text instead of “Heritage”)

For personalised engraving on Performance 3 and Heritage capos, 
visit www.G7th.com/custom-shop
* only available from G7th website

Style 2 Style 3 Style 5

G7th Custom Shop
Stunning laser engraved capos, with designs exclusive to G7th



www.g7th.com

Contact

General enquiries & Artist relations
Contact: Tommy Loose
T: +44 (0)1733 306 302
E: tommy.loose@g7th.com

International distribution enquiries
Contact: Iain Wilson
T: +44 (0)7785 295 483
E: iain.wilson@g7th.com

Trade sales & Marketing support
Contact: Simon Campling
T: +44 (0)1733 306 302
E: tradeorders@g7th.com

Web: http://www.G7th.com/

FB: https://www.facebook.com/
G7thTheCapoCompany

Twitter: https://twitter.com/G7thCapos

YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/
TheCapoCompany

Instagram: http://instagram.com/G7thcapo

Distributors
To see our list of international distributors visit 
www.G7th.com/distributors

Warranty
To register for your Free Lifetime Warranty visit 
www.G7th.com/warranty

Dealer Resources
Need images for print or web? 
Access our Dealer Site by creating a free 
account here  
www.G7th.com/dealerregistration

Hope for Justice 
We support the charity Hope for Justice, who 
exist to bring an end to human trafficking and 
modern slavery by preventing exploitation,  
rescuing victims, restoring lives, and reforming 
society. Find out more about them at  
https://hopeforjustice.org

G7th Ltd, 27 Westhawe, Peterborough, PE3 8BA, UK


